Advanced Nutrient Management Technology and Application with Field Trials and Demonstrations

Thursday, July 18, 2019 (rain date: July 19)
10:00 am
Corner of County BB and Custer Road, Hilbert
(2 miles north of County E, 2.6 miles south of Highway 114)

Field Trials:
- Draglined V2-V4 corn against rows
- Draglined V2-V4 corn with rows
- Side dressed corn with variable rate measuring NPK and solids
- Side dressed corn with cover crops planted during manure application
- Side dressed corn with cover crops planted before manure application
- Top dressed corn with Agrometer
- Commercial fertilizer application

Stand counts, pictures, videos, and harvest data results will be collected.

Field Demonstration:
- Automatic application shut off with restriction maps, InDepth Mobile Hazard Maps, and more!

Registrations Appreciated:
Online: https://tinyurl.com/ManureDemo
Contact: Amber O’Brien: amber.obrien@wisc.edu, 920-849-1450
Kevin Erb: kevin.erb@wisc.edu, 920-391-4652

Conversations with:
- John Deere Equipment Specialists
- Vanderloop Equipment Specialists
- Bazooka FarmStar Equipment Specialist
- InDepth Agronomy
- Carrie Laboski, UW Madison Professor and Extension Soil Scientist
- Spring vs. fall manure application and nutrient availability

This material is based upon work supported by the Natural Resources Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, under CIG Agreement 69-3A75-17-17.
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